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Bid Title Bid #

Award Date: 6/12/2018 Contract Period: June 13, 2018 - June 12, 2021

Amt Awarded: $250,000 (NTE) Extended Through: Two (2) additional one (1) year renewal options
P-Category iBuy Catalog

Contact Gian Otero Ext. 200-2456

Vendor # Contact Phone # Email Award Amount

113430 Edna Dakkak 407 888-3500 dynamictrans@att.net
128915 Eduardo Serrano 407 888-2624 sales@empirecoachline.com
1020178 Brian Tanner 407 418-1222 brian@escotbuslines.com
119294 CW Newman 407 351-8868 sales@expresstransportation.com

120337 Wade Scheel 863 655-5547
800 282 3655

david.annett@annettbuslines.com
Sales@annettbuslines.com

126606 Robert Grassano 407 226-2256 rob@mcatronsportation.com
113429 Bret Voisin 407 254-0440 eleonhardt@mearstransportation.com
134678 Wagner Triska, Jr. 407 574-7662 contact@phoenixbusorlando.com
143228 Fernando Martinez 407 439-0980 sales@premiercoachusa.com
1015801 Luis Rodriguez 407 844-8195 luis@sonictt.com
123516 James Mills 407 812-8812 sales@pegasusbus.com
123238 Norxis Barboza De Quintero 407 649-6599 sales@jetsetusa.com
142876 Delair Lorio 407 363-1144 diorio@sparkbuscorp.com
141971 Mike Castro 954 452-7771 mcastro@corporatecoachsfla.com
143969 Gina Britton 352 332-4334 admin@candiesmotorcoaches.com
143972 Nicola Russo 407 901-6324 sales@powercoachline.com
137508 Belkys Guzman 407 855-1904 americanmotorcoaches@yahoo.com
142122 Rita Mena 321 332 3263 menatransportation@gmail.com

Unit Price Unit of Measure

$550 or Lower Flat Rate

$125 or Lower Flat Rate

$94 or lower Flat Rate

$150 or Lower Hour

$120 or Lower Mile

$2800 or Lower Day

$120 or Lower Mile

$150 or Lower Flat Rate

$100.00 Flat Rate

$750 or Lower Flat Rate

$1500 or Lower Flat Rate

$575.00 Flat Rate

$250,000 (NTE)

A Candies Coachworks, Inc.
Power Coachline, Inc.

Academy Bus, LLC

90121503

For trips from 1 to 24 Passengers see Group I
For trips for 25+ Passengers see Group II

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 
Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4 
hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus PRICING MUST BE A FLAT 

RATE

128915

The Spark Bus Corporation

113430

113430

Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 
deadhead time.)

Empire Coach Line, Inc.
Escot Bus Lines, LLC
Express Transportation, Inc

Florida Trails, Inc.

Motorcoach Class A Transportation, Inc. dba MCA Transportation
Mears Destinations Services, Inc.
Phoenix Bus Inc
Premier Coach Inc
Sonic Tour and Travel LLC
VIP's Jet Tours Corp dba Pegasus

Group I: From 1 to 24 Passengers

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)


MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐
Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed at either the rate per 

day or mileage rate. The lessor amount will prevail.)

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐
This rate may be charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

Flat fee for cancellation ‐
This fee may be charged for cancellations made less than 3 school days through the prior to the event (not to exceed $100).

Empire Coach Line, Inc.

Dynamic Tours and Transportation, Inc.

American Motorcoaches
Marcio Mena Transportation Inc.

Jet Set Line, Inc.

113430

Rate per hour
Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 5 

hour flat rate)

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

113430

113430

Rate per day

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile)
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

113430

113430

ORANGE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Procurement Services Information Sheet

Charter Bus Services ITB1803017

Awarded Vendor

Dynamic Tours and Transportation, Inc.

113430

Flat fee rate

One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties *47 - 81 Passenger bus PRICING 
MUST BE A FLAT RATE

DescriptionVendor #

Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 
deadhead time.)

113430

Rate per hour
Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate
(these hours are in addition to the 5 hour flat rate)

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

113430

113430

Premium rate per hour

mailto:sales@empirecoachline.com
mailto:david.annett@annettbuslines.com
mailto:david.annett@annettbuslines.com
mailto:sales@jetsetusa.com
mailto:diorio@sparkbuscorp.com
mailto:mcastro@corporatecoachsfla.com
mailto:admin@candiesmotorcoaches.com
mailto:sales@powercoachline.com
mailto:americanmotorcoaches@yahoo.com
mailto:menatransportation@gmail.com
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Unit Price Unit of MeasureDescriptionVendor #

$875.00 Flat Rate

$80.00 - $115.00/hr Hour

$4.00 - $70.00/mile Mile

$150.00 - $175.00/hr
$5.50 - $105.00/mile Hour/Mile

$80.00 - $115.00/hr Hour

$4.00 - $105.00/mile Mile

$150.00 - $175.00/hr
$5.50 - $105.00/mile Hour/Mile

$1,800.00 Day

$4.00 - $70.00/mile Mile

$2,200/day
$5.50 - $105.00/mile Day/Mile

$150/hr Flat Rate
$200/hr Flat Rate

$100.00 Flat Rate
$100.00 Flat Rate

$300 Motorcoach
$400 81 Passenger

Flat Rate

$600 Motorcoach
$800 81 Passanger Flat Rate

$472.45 Flat Rate

$94.49 Flat Rate

$6.00 Flat Rate

$94.49 Hour

$6.00 Mile

$1,200.00 Day

$6.00 Mile

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐
Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed at either the rate per 

day or mileage rate. The lessor amount will prevail.)

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐
This rate may be charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

Flat fee for cancellation ‐
This fee may be charged for cancellations made less than 3 school days through the prior to the event (not to exceed $100).

81 passenger Double Deck Motorcoach.128915

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile)
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

81 passenger Double Deck Motor coach.

128915
128915

Premium rate per hour
81 passenger Double Deck Motor coach.

128915

Flat fee rate
81 passenger Double Deck Motor coach.

One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties *47 - 81 Passenger bus PRICING 
MUST BE A FLAT RATE

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 
Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4 
hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus PRICING MUST BE A FLAT 

RATE

128915

128915

Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 
deadhead time.)

128915

128915

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐
Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed at either the rate per 

day or mileage rate. The lessor amount will prevail.)

1020178

Rate per hour
Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 5 

hour flat rate)

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

1020178

1020178

Rate per day

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile)
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

1020178

1020178

128915

128915

Rate per day

1020178

Escot Bus Lines, LLC

Rate per hour
Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate
(these hours are in addition to the 5 hour flat rate)

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

1020178

Rate per hour
Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate
(these hours are in addition to the 5 hour flat rate)

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

81 passenger Double Deck Motor coach.

128915

128915

128915

Rate per hour
Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 5 

hour flat rate)

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

81 passenger Double Deck Motor coach.

128915

128915

128915

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)
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Unit Price Unit of MeasureDescriptionVendor #

$109.40 Flat Rate

$100.00 Flat Rate

$377.96 Flat Rate

$765.80 Flat Rate

$480.00 Flat Rate

$87.00 Flat Rate

$4.00 Flat Rate

$89.00 Hour

$4.00 Mile

$1,250.00 Day

$4.00 Mile

$125.00 Flat Rate

$100.00 Flat Rate

$225.00 Flat Rate

$395.00 Flat Rate

$1,977.00 Flat Rate

$427.00 Flat Rate

$8.39 Flat Rate

Flat fee rate1020178

119294

119294

Rate per hour
Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 5 

hour flat rate)

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 
Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4 
hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus PRICING MUST BE A FLAT 

RATE

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

119294

119294

One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties *47 - 81 Passenger bus PRICING 
MUST BE A FLAT RATE

Rate per hour
Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate
(these hours are in addition to the 5 hour flat rate)

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐
Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed at either the rate per 

day or mileage rate. The lessor amount will prevail.)

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐
This rate may be charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

Flat fee for cancellation ‐
This fee may be charged for cancellations made less than 3 school days through the prior to the event (not to exceed $100).

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

Express Transportation, Inc

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

119294

119294

Florida Trails, Inc.

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐
This rate may be charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

Flat fee for cancellation ‐
This fee may be charged for cancellations made less than 3 school days through the prior to the event (not to exceed $100).

Premium rate per hour1020178

1020178

1020178

Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 
deadhead time.)

119294

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

Premium rate per hour119294

Flat fee rate

One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties *47 - 81 Passenger bus PRICING 
MUST BE A FLAT RATE

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 
Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4 
hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus PRICING MUST BE A FLAT 

RATE

119294

119294

119294

Rate per day

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile)
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

120337

Rate per hour
Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate
(these hours are in addition to the 5 hour flat rate)

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

120337

120337

Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 
deadhead time.)
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Unit Price Unit of MeasureDescriptionVendor #

$427.00 Hour

$8.39 Mile

$4,289.00 Day

$9.71 Mile

$429.00 Flat Rate

$100.00 Flat Rate

$550.00 Flat Rate

$110.00 Flat Rate

$6.50 Flat Rate

$110.00 Hour

$6.50 Mile

$1,250.00 Day

$6.50 Mile

$250.00 Flat Rate

$100.00 Flat Rate

$350.00 Flat Rate

$550.00 Flat Rate

$452.00 Flat Rate

$90.40 Flat Rate

$2.41*
Does not provide pricing by the mile for central 

Florida trips. Only pricing by the hour is 
available. Per mile pricing would apply to long 

haul trips when the price by mile is greater than 
the hourly or daily rate.

Flat Rate

113429

113429

Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 
deadhead time.)

113429

Rate per hour
Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate
(these hours are in addition to the 5 hour flat rate)

113429

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

113429

Premium rate per hour113429

Flat fee rate

Mears Destinations Services, Inc.

One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties *47 - 81 Passenger bus PRICING 
MUST BE A FLAT RATE

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 
Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4 
hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus PRICING MUST BE A FLAT 

RATE

113429

113429

113429

Rate per day

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile)
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

113429

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐
Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed at either the rate per 

day or mileage rate. The lessor amount will prevail.)

Rate per hour
Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 5 

hour flat rate)

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

113429

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐

Flat fee for cancellation ‐

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐
This rate may be charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

Rate per hour
Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 5 

hour flat rate)
120337

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.120337

120337

120337

Premium rate per hour120337

Flat fee rate120337

Rate per day

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile)
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

Flat fee for cancellation ‐
This fee may be charged for cancellations made less than 3 school days through the prior to the event (not to exceed $100).

Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 
deadhead time.)

113429

Rate per hour
Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate
(these hours are in addition to the 5 hour flat rate)

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

113429

113429

Motorcoach Class A Transportation, Inc. dba MCA Transportation
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Unit Price Unit of MeasureDescriptionVendor #

$90.40 Hour

$2.41*
Does not provide pricing by the mile for central 

Florida trips. Only pricing by the hour is 
available. Per mile pricing would apply to long 

haul trips when the price by mile is greater than 
the hourly or daily rate.

Mile

$1,356.00 Day

$2.41*
Does not provide pricing by the mile for central 

Florida trips. Only pricing by the hour is 
available. Per mile pricing would apply to long 

haul trips when the price by mile is greater than 
the hourly or daily rate.

Mile

$90.40 Flat Rate

More than 24 hrs notice - No charge
Less than 24 hrs notice - 100% of fare

Flat Rate

$308.00 Flat Rate

$385.60 Flat Rate

$395.00 Flat Rate

$79.00 Flat Rate

$3.50 Flat Rate

$79.00 Hour

$3.50 Mile

$1,000.00 Day

$3.50 Mile

$120.00 Flat Rate

50% Flat Rate

Rate per hour
Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 5 

hour flat rate)

Flat fee for cancellation ‐

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐
This rate may be charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

Flat fee for cancellation ‐

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

113429

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

113429

Rate per day

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile)
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

113429

113429

Premium rate per hour113429

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐
Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed at either the rate per 

day or mileage rate. The lessor amount will prevail.)

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐
This rate may be charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

Flat fee rate113429

One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties *47 - 81 Passenger bus PRICING 
MUST BE A FLAT RATE

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 
Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4 
hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus PRICING MUST BE A FLAT 

RATE

113429

113429

Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 
deadhead time.)

134678

Phoenix Bus Inc.

Rate per hour
Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate
(these hours are in addition to the 5 hour flat rate)

134678

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

134678

Rate per hour
Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 5 

hour flat rate)

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

134678

134678

Rate per day

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐
Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed at either the rate per 

day or mileage rate. The lessor amount will prevail.)

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile)
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

134678

134678

Premium rate per hour

Flat fee rate134678

134678

Premier Coach Inc.
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Unit Price Unit of MeasureDescriptionVendor #

$450.00 Flat Rate

$80.00 Flat Rate

$3.25 Flat Rate

$80.00 Hour

$3.25 Mile

$900.00 Day

$3.25 Mile

$95.00 Flat Rate

$99.00 Flat Rate

$450.00 Flat Rate

$90.00 Flat Rate

$6.50 Flat Rate

$90.00 Hour

$6.50 Mile

$1,200.00 Day

$6.50 Mile

$150.00 Flat Rate

$0.00 Flat Rate

$225.00 Flat Rate

$400.00 Flat Rate

Rate per day

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile)
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

143228

143228

143228

143228

Rate per hour
Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 5 

hour flat rate)
143228

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

143228

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐
Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed at either the rate per 

day or mileage rate. The lessor amount will prevail.)

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐
This rate may be charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

Flat fee for cancellation ‐

Rate per hour
Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 5 

hour flat rate)

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐
Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed at either the rate per 

day or mileage rate. The lessor amount will prevail.)

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐
This rate may be charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

Flat fee for cancellation ‐

Rate per hour
Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate
(these hours are in addition to the 5 hour flat rate)

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 
deadhead time.)

143228

Premium rate per hour

Flat fee rate

143228

Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 
deadhead time.)

143228

1015801

Rate per hour
Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate
(these hours are in addition to the 5 hour flat rate)

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

1015801

1015801

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

Sonic Tour and Travel LLC

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

1015801

1015801

Rate per day

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile)
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

1015801

1015801

Premium rate per hour1015801

Flat fee rate1015801

1015801

1015801

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 
Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4 
hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus PRICING MUST BE A FLAT 

RATE

One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties *47 - 81 Passenger bus PRICING 
MUST BE A FLAT RATE
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Unit Price Unit of MeasureDescriptionVendor #

$587.00 Flat Rate

$99.00 Flat Rate

$9.50 Flat Rate

$99.00 Hour

$9.50 Mile

$1,800.00 Day

$9.50 Mile

$150.00 Flat Rate

$100.00 Flat Rate

$366.00 Flat Rate

$592.00 Flat Rate

$400 - $500 Flat Rate

$625-$725 Flat Rate

$75 - $95 Hour

$3.25 - $4.25 Mile

$140-$170
$5.00-$5.95

Hour/Mile

$75 - $95 Hour

$3.25 - $4.25 Mile

$140-$170
$5.00-$5.95

Hour/Mile

$950 - $1, 950 Day

$3.25 - $4.25 Mile

Rate per day123238

Jet Set Line, Inc.

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐
Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed at either the rate per 

day or mileage rate. The lessor amount will prevail.)

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐
This rate may be charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

Flat fee for cancellation ‐

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

123238

Rate per hour
Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 5 

hour flat rate)
123238

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

123238

Rate per hour
Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate
(these hours are in addition to the 5 hour flat rate)

123238

Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 
deadhead time.)

123238

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile)
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

123238

Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 
deadhead time.)

123516

Rate per hour
Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate
(these hours are in addition to the 5 hour flat rate)

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

VIP's Jet Tours Corp (Pegasus)

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

123516

123516

Rate per hour
Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 5 

hour flat rate)

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

123516

123516

Rate per day

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile)
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

123516

123516

Premium rate per hour123516

Flat fee rate123516

One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties *47 - 81 Passenger bus PRICING 
MUST BE A FLAT RATE

123516

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 
Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4 
hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus PRICING MUST BE A FLAT 

RATE

123516

123238 81 passenger Double Deck Motor coach.

123238 81 passenger Double Deck Motor coach.

123238 81 passenger Double Deck Motor coach.

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐
Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed at either the rate per 

day or mileage rate. The lessor amount will prevail.)
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Unit Price Unit of MeasureDescriptionVendor #
$1,700-$3,500

$5.00-$6.50
Day/Mile

$100 - $140 Hour
$190 - $280 Hour

$100.00 Flat Rate
$100.00 Flat Rate

$150 - $225 Flat Rate

$300 - $450 Flat Rate

$525.00 Flat Rate

$105.00 Flat Rate

$6.00 Flat Rate

$105.00 Hour

$6.00 Mile

$1,200.00 Day

$6.00 Mile

$225.00 Flat Rate

$100.00 Flat Rate

$300.00 Flat Rate

$550.00 Flat Rate

$425.00 Flat Rate

$85.00 Flat Rate

Academy Bus LLC

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

141971 Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 
deadhead time.)

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐
This rate may be charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

The Spark Bus Corporation

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐
This rate may be charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

Flat fee for cancellation ‐

Rate per hour
Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 5 

hour flat rate)

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

141971
Rate per hour

Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate
(these hours are in addition to the 5 hour flat rate)

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐
Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed at either the rate per 

day or mileage rate. The lessor amount will prevail.)

142876
Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 

deadhead time.)

Flat fee rate

Rate per hour
Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate
(these hours are in addition to the 5 hour flat rate)

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

142876

142876

142876

142876

Rate per day

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile)
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

142876

142876

Premium rate per hour142876

Flat fee rate

Premium rate per hour123238

123238

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

142876

One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties *47 - 81 Passenger bus PRICING 
MUST BE A FLAT RATE

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 
Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4 
hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus PRICING MUST BE A FLAT 

RATE

142876

142876

123238

123238

123238

81 passenger Double Deck Motor coach

One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties *47 - 81 Passenger bus PRICING 
MUST BE A FLAT RATE

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 
Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4 
hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus PRICING MUST BE A FLAT 

RATE

123238 81 passenger Double Deck Motor coach.

123238 81 passenger Double Deck Motor coach.

Flat fee for cancellation ‐
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Unit Price Unit of MeasureDescriptionVendor #

$3.85 Flat Rate

$85.00 Hour

$3.85 Mile

$1,000.00 Day

$3.85 Mile

$1,400.00 Flat Rate

50% Flat Rate

50% Flat Rate

50% Flat Rate

$900.00 Flat Rate

$110.00 Flat Rate

- Flat Rate

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐
Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed at either the rate per 

day or mileage rate. The lessor amount will prevail.)

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐
This rate may be charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

Flat fee for cancellation ‐
This fee may be charged for cancellations made less than 3 school days through the prior to the event (not to exceed $100).

141971 Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

141971
Rate per hour

Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 5 
hour flat rate)

141971 Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

141971 One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties *47 - 81 Passenger bus PRICING 
MUST BE A FLAT RATE

141971

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 
Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4 
hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus PRICING MUST BE A FLAT 

RATE

141971 Rate per day

141971 Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile)
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

141971 Premium rate per hour

141971 Flat fee rate

A Candies Coachworks, Inc.

143969 Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 
deadhead time.)

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*
143969 Rate per hour

143969 Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.
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Unit Price Unit of MeasureDescriptionVendor #

$125.00 Hour

- Mile

$1,200.00 Day

- Mile

$200.00 Flat Rate

$100.00 Flat Rate

- Flat Rate

- Flat Rate

$400.00 Flat Rate

$80.00 Flat Rate

$3.50 Flat Rate

$80.00 Hour

$3.50 Mile

$1,200 Out of state flat rate Day

$4.00 Mile

$100.00 Flat Rate

$100.00 Flat Rate

- Flat Rate

- Flat Rate

$400.00 local
$350.00 R/T local

Flat Rate

$80.00 p/hr local or $850.00 up to 12 hrs flat 
rate local

Flat Rate

$4.00 Flat Rate137508
Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 

Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

American Motorcoaches

137508
Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 

deadhead time.)

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

137508
Rate per hour

Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate
(these hours are in addition to the 5 hour flat rate)

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 
143969 Rate per hour

143969 Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐
143969 Rate per day

143969 Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile)
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐
143969 Premium rate per hour

Flat fee for cancellation ‐
143969 Flat fee rate

143969 One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties *47 - 81 Passenger bus PRICING 
MUST BE A FLAT RATE

143969

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 
Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4 
hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus PRICING MUST BE A FLAT 

RATE

Power Coachline, Inc.

141971 Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 
deadhead time.)

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*

141971
Rate per hour

Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate
(these hours are in addition to the 5 hour flat rate)

141971
Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 

Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 

141971
Rate per hour

Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 5 
hour flat rate)

141971 Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐
141971 Rate per day

141971
Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile)

Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐
141971 Premium rate per hour

Flat fee for cancellation ‐
141971 Flat fee rate

141971 One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties *47 - 81 Passenger bus PRICING 
MUST BE A FLAT RATE

141971

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 
Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4 
hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus PRICING MUST BE A FLAT 

RATE
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Unit Price Unit of MeasureDescriptionVendor #

$80.00 Hour

$4.00 Mile

$1,200.00 out of state flat rate Day

$4.00 Mile

$100.00 Flat Rate

$100.00 Flat Rate

- Flat Rate

- Flat Rate

$450.00 Flat Rate

$90.00 Flat Rate

- Flat Rate

$90.00 Hour

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

141971
Rate per hour

Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 5 
hour flat rate)

137508

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 
Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4 
hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus PRICING MUST BE A FLAT 

RATE

Marcio Mena Transportation Inc.

141971
Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 

deadhead time.)

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

141971
Rate per hour

Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate
(these hours are in addition to the 5 hour flat rate)

141971
Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 

Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

137508
Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile)

Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐
This rate may be charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

137508 Premium rate per hour

Flat fee for cancellation ‐
This fee may be charged for cancellations made less than 3 school days through the prior to the event (not to exceed $100).

137508 Flat fee rate

137508
One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties *47 - 81 Passenger bus PRICING 

MUST BE A FLAT RATE

137508
Rate per hour

Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 5 
hour flat rate)

137508
Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 

Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐
Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed at either the rate per 

day or mileage rate. The lessor amount will prevail.)

137508 Rate per day
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Unit Price Unit of MeasureDescriptionVendor #

- Mile

$1,000.00 Day

- Mile

$95.00 Flat Rate

$75.00 Flat Rate

- Flat Rate

- Flat Rate

Unit Price Unit of Measure

$550 or Lower Flat Rate

$125 or Lower Flat Rate

$94 or lower Flat Rate

$150 or Lower Hour

$120 or Lower Mile

$2800 or Lower Day

$120 or Lower Mile

$150 or Lower Flat Rate

$100.00 Flat Rate

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐
This rate may be charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

141971 Premium rate per hour

Flat fee for cancellation ‐
This fee may be charged for cancellations made less than 3 school days through the prior to the event (not to exceed $100).

141971 Flat fee rate

141971
One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties *47 - 81 Passenger bus PRICING 

MUST BE A FLAT RATE

141971

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 
Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4 
hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus PRICING MUST BE A FLAT 

RATE

141971
Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 

Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐
Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed at either the rate per 

day or mileage rate. The lessor amount will prevail.)

141971 Rate per day

141971
Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile)

Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

Group II: 25+ Passengers

113430
Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile)

Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐
This rate may be charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

113430 Premium rate per hour

Flat fee for cancellation ‐
113430 Flat fee rate

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)


TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐
Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed at either the rate per 

day or mileage rate. The lessor amount will prevail.)
113430 Rate per day

113430 Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

113430
Rate per hour

Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 5 
hour flat rate)

113430
Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 

Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

Description

113430 Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 
deadhead time.)

113430
Rate per hour

Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate
(these hours are in addition to the 5 hour flat rate)

Dynamic Tours and Transportation, Inc.
Vendor #
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Unit Price Unit of MeasureDescriptionVendor #

$750 or Lower Flat Rate

$1500 or Lower Flat Rate

$550.00 Flat Rate

$110.00 Flat Rate
$6.50 Flat Rate

$110.00 Hour

$6.50 Mile

$1,250.00 Day
$6.50 Mile

$250.00 Flat Rate

$100.00 Flat Rate

$350.00 Flat Rate

$550.00 Flat Rate

$452.00 Flat Rate

$90.40 Flat Rate

$2.41*
Does not provide pricing by the mile for central 

Florida trips. Only pricing by the hour is 
available. Per mile pricing would apply to long 

haul trips when the price by mile is greater than 
the hourly or daily rate.

Flat Rate

$90.40 Hour

$2.41*
Does not provide pricing by the mile for central 

Florida trips. Only pricing by the hour is 
available. Per mile pricing would apply to long 

haul trips when the price by mile is greater than 
the hourly or daily rate.

Mile

$1,356.00 Day

$2.41*
Does not provide pricing by the mile for central 

Florida trips. Only pricing by the hour is 
available. Per mile pricing would apply to long 

haul trips when the price by mile is greater than 
the hourly or daily rate.

Mile

$90.40 Flat Rate

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐
Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed at either the rate per 

day or mileage rate. The lessor amount will prevail.)

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐
This rate may be charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

Rate per hour113429

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

113429

Rate per hour

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

113429

113429

Rate per day

Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile)
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

113429

113429

Premium rate per hour113429

Motorcoach Class A Transportation, Inc. dba MCA Transportation

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

113430
One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties *47 - 81 Passenger bus PRICING 

MUST BE A FLAT RATE

113430

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 
Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4 
hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus PRICING MUST BE A FLAT 

RATE

Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 
deadhead time.)

113429

Rate per hour

Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 
deadhead time.)

113429

Mears Destinations Services, Inc.

113429
Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 

Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

Rate per day
Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile)

113429
113429

Premium rate per hour113429

Flat fee rate

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐
Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed at either the rate per 

day or mileage rate. The lessor amount will prevail.)

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐
This rate may be charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

Flat fee for cancellation ‐

One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties *47 - 81 Passenger bus PRICING 
MUST BE A FLAT RATE

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 
Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4 
hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus PRICING MUST BE A FLAT 

RATE

113429

113429

113429

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

113429
Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 113429

Rate per hour113429
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Unit Price Unit of MeasureDescriptionVendor #

More than 24 hrs notice - No charge
Less than 24 hrs notice - 100% of fare

Flat Rate

$308.00 Flat Rate

$385.60 Flat Rate

$395.00 Flat Rate

$79.00 Flat Rate
$3.50 Flat Rate

$79.00 Hour

$3.50 Mile

$1,000.00 Day
$3.50 Mile

$120.00 Flat Rate

50% Flat Rate

$575.00 Flat Rate
$875.00 Flat Rate

$80.00 - $115.00/hr Hour
$4.00 - $70.00/mile Mile

$150.00 - $175.00/hr
$5.50 - $105.00/mile Hour/Mile

$80.00 - $115.00/hr Hour
$4.00 - $105.00/mile Mile

$150.00 - $175.00/hr
$5.50 - $105.00/mile Hour/Mile

$1,800.00 Day
$4.00 - $70.00/mile Mile

$2,200/day
$5.50 - $105.00/mile Day/Mile

$150/hr Flat Rate
$200/hr Flat Rate

$100.00 Flat Rate
$100.00 Flat Rate

$300 Motorcoach
$400 81 Passenger

Flat Rate

$600 Motorcoach
$800 81 Passanger Flat Rate

$587.00 Flat Rate

$99.00 Flat Rate
$9.50 Flat Rate

$99.00 Hour

$9.50 Mile

$1,800.00 Day

$9.50 Mile

$150.00 Flat Rate

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐
123516 Premium rate per hour

123516
Rate per hour

Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 5 
hour flat rate)

123516 Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐

123516 Rate per day

123516
Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile)

Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

VIP's Jet Tours Corp (Pegasus)
123516 Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*
123516 Rate per hour
123516 Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 

128915 Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 

128915 81 passenger Double Deck Motor coach.
Flat fee for cancellation ‐

128915 Flat fee rate
128915 81 passenger Double Deck Motor coach.

128915 One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties *47 - 81 Passenger bus PRICING 
MUST BE A FLAT RATE

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐
128915 Rate per day
128915 Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile)
128915 81 passenger Double Deck Motor coach.

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐
128915 Premium rate per hour

128915 81 passenger Double Deck Motor coach.
TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 

128915 Rate per hour
128915 Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
128915 81 passenger Double Deck Motor coach.

Empire Coach Line, Inc.
128915 Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 
128915 81 passenger Double Deck Motorcoach.

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*
128915 Rate per hour
128915 Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 

Flat fee for cancellation ‐
This fee may be charged for cancellations made less than 3 school days through the prior to the event (not to exceed $100).

Premium rate per hour134678

Flat fee rate134678

Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 
deadhead time.)

134678

Rate per hour
Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 

134678
134678

Rate per hour134678

134678
Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 

Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐
Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed at either the rate per 

day or mileage rate. The lessor amount will prevail.)

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐
This rate may be charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

Flat fee for cancellation ‐

Rate per day
Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile)

134678
134678

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 
Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4 
hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus PRICING MUST BE A FLAT 

RATE

113429

113429

113429

Phoenix Bus Inc.

Flat fee rate

One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties *47 - 81 Passenger bus PRICING 
MUST BE A FLAT RATE
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Unit Price Unit of MeasureDescriptionVendor #

$100.00 Flat Rate

$366.00 Flat Rate

$592.00 Flat Rate

$472.45 Flat Rate

$94.49 Flat Rate

$6.00 Flat Rate

$94.49 Hour

$6.00 Mile

$1,200.00 Day

$6.00 Mile

$109.40 Flat Rate

$100.00 Flat Rate

$377.96 Flat Rate

$765.80 Flat Rate

$480.00 Flat Rate

$87.00 Flat Rate

Flat fee for cancellation ‐
123516 Flat fee rate

123516 One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties *47 - 81 Passenger bus PRICING 
MUST BE A FLAT RATE

123516

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 
Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4 
hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus PRICING MUST BE A FLAT 

RATE

Escot Bus Lines, LLC

1020178
Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 

deadhead time.)

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

1020178
Rate per hour

Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate
(these hours are in addition to the 5 hour flat rate)

1020178
Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 

Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

1020178
Rate per hour

Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 5 
hour flat rate)

1020178
Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 

Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐
Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed at either the rate per 

day or mileage rate. The lessor amount will prevail.)

1020178 Rate per day

1020178
Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile)

Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐
This rate may be charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

1020178 Premium rate per hour

Flat fee for cancellation ‐
This fee may be charged for cancellations made less than 3 school days through the prior to the event (not to exceed $100).

1020178 Flat fee rate

1020178
One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties *47 - 81 Passenger bus PRICING 

MUST BE A FLAT RATE

1020178

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 
Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4 
hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus PRICING MUST BE A FLAT 

RATE

Express Transportation, Inc

119294 Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 
deadhead time.)

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

119294
Rate per hour

Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate
(these hours are in addition to the 5 hour flat rate)
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Unit Price Unit of MeasureDescriptionVendor #

$4.00 Flat Rate

$89.00 Hour

$4.00 Mile

$1,250.00 Day

$4.00 Mile

$125.00 Flat Rate

$100.00 Flat Rate

$225.00 Flat Rate

$395.00 Flat Rate

$400 - $500 Flat Rate

$625-$725 Flat Rate

$75 - $95 Hour

$3.25 - $4.25 Mile

$140-$170
$5.00-$5.95

Hour/Mile

$75 - $95 Hour

$3.25 - $4.25 Mile

$140-$170
$5.00-$5.95

Hour/Mile

$950 - $1, 950 Day

$3.25 - $4.25 Mile

119294 Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

119294
Rate per hour

Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 5 
hour flat rate)

119294 Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐
Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed at either the rate per 

day or mileage rate. The lessor amount will prevail.)

119294 Rate per day

119294 Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile)
Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐
This rate may be charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

119294 Premium rate per hour

Flat fee for cancellation ‐
This fee may be charged for cancellations made less than 3 school days through the prior to the event (not to exceed $100).

119294 Flat fee rate

119294 One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties *47 - 81 Passenger bus PRICING 
MUST BE A FLAT RATE

119294

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 
Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4 
hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus PRICING MUST BE A FLAT 

RATE

Jet Set Line, Inc.

123238
Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 

deadhead time.)

123238 81 passenger Double Deck Motor coach.

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

123238
Rate per hour

Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate
(these hours are in addition to the 5 hour flat rate)

123238
Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 

Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

123238 81 passenger Double Deck Motor coach.

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

123238
Rate per hour

Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 5 
hour flat rate)

123238
Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 

Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

123238 81 passenger Double Deck Motor coach.

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐
Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed at either the rate per 

day or mileage rate. The lessor amount will prevail.)

123238 Rate per day

123238
Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile)

Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.
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Unit Price Unit of MeasureDescriptionVendor #

$1,700-$3,500
$5.00-$6.50

Day/Mile

$100 - $140 Hour

$190 - $280 Hour

$100.00 Flat Rate

$100.00 Flat Rate

$150 - $225 Flat Rate

$300 - $450 Flat Rate

$400.00 local
$350.00 R/T local

Flat Rate

$80.00 p/hr local or $850.00 up to 12 hrs flat 
rate local

Flat Rate

$4.00 Flat Rate

$80.00 Hour

$4.00 Mile

$1,200.00 out of state flat rate Day

$4.00 Mile

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐
This rate may be charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

137508
Rate per hour

Hourly rate for trips over the 10 hour minimum rate (these hours are in addition to the 5 
hour flat rate)

137508
Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 

Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

MULTIPLE DAYS OR OVERNIGHT STAY* ‐
Daily rate for multiple days/overnight stays. School will pay for driver's hotel expenses, and the driver will stay on same premises as students. (Trips will be billed at either the rate per 

day or mileage rate. The lessor amount will prevail.)

137508 Rate per day

137508
Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile)

Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

American Motorcoaches

137508
Flat Rate for first 5 hours minimum of bus service. (This rate is to include allowance for 

deadhead time.)

TRIPS 5 HOURS ‐ 10 HOURS*
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

137508
Rate per hour

Hourly rate for trips over the 5 hour minimum rate
(these hours are in addition to the 5 hour flat rate)

137508
Mileage rate - (flat fee per mile) 

Mileage begins at pick-up location and ends at drop-off location.

TRIPS OVER 10 HOURS* ‐ 
(Trips will be billed at either the rate per hour OR the mileage. The lessor amount will prevail.)

123238 81 passenger Double Deck Motor coach.

PREMIUM RATE PER HOUR FOR DESIGNATED DAYS* ‐
This rate may be charged for Grad Bash and other events as recognized by OCPS. 

123238 Premium rate per hour

123238

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 
Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4 
hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus PRICING MUST BE A FLAT 

RATE

123238 81 passenger Double Deck Motor coach.

Flat fee for cancellation ‐
This fee may be charged for cancellations made less than 3 school days through the prior to the event (not to exceed $100).

123238 Flat fee rate

123238 81 passenger Double Deck Motor coach

123238
One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties *47 - 81 Passenger bus PRICING 

MUST BE A FLAT RATE
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Unit Price Unit of MeasureDescriptionVendor #

$100.00 Flat Rate

$100.00 Flat Rate

- Flat Rate

- Flat Rate

137508 Premium rate per hour

Flat fee for cancellation ‐
This fee may be charged for cancellations made less than 3 school days through the prior to the event (not to exceed $100).

137508 Flat fee rate

137508
One Way Trips in Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties *47 - 81 Passenger bus PRICING 

MUST BE A FLAT RATE

137508

Premium Rate Round Trip Flat Fee Rate for trips in Orange, Seminole and Osceola 
Counties. (The bus drops off and picks up at predetermined times and is more than 4 
hours. Bus does not stay at location) *47 - 55 Passenger Bus PRICING MUST BE A FLAT 

RATE
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